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decreased and newly hired workers were pressed into service with
minimum training.

®:

success. The problem was both a blessing and a curse. The service needed

SOSII gives managers a

interviews. Further, it helps

risk in a rapid yet careful and
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challenge.

hires dropped by 67 percent.

R eason forthe assessm entdecrease:

Quality work provided by reliable employees.

screening applicants with the assessment, it noted that worker failures were reduced to 6 percent.

assessment: $12,000 a year.
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A manufacturer realized explosive growth in demand for its products. It
was already using SOS II, but it needed more people immediately, so it

supervision in the face of great success.

Before loosening its hiring criteria, the manufacturer started using SOS II
when it noted that 51 percent of its workers failed to complete even six

assessment and deciding not to hire candidates who scored a 3 or less,

all candidates.

Then, hiring standards relaxed as the manufacturer needed more
employees. Hiring managers looked at what was happening, and decided

recruiter came in, 174 applicants were hired and 76 failed the six-month

hired dropped only by 2.

percentage of applicants she hired went up to 81.

R esultofusing the assessm ent:The data spanned three years and

standards. Even though turnover increased in the face of looser hiring

successful hiring.

in four areas: integrity, substance abuse, reliability, and work ethic.

The company

needed more people

immediately, so it

relaxed its hiring

criteria. The

problem was a

common one –

reduced supervision

in the face of great

success.
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Conversely, it encourages “an honest day’s work for a full day’s pay” by

Reports from the assessment go to the hiring manager, who sees a score

substance abuse, reliability and work ethic. The report provides the

online or by using pencil and paper. Managers are able to see the scored
results immediately, which means the SOS II can be easily incorporated
into the hiring process.

Says one leader: “Step One Survey II® ensures that all our managers are

“Thanks for all your help in our hiring process. It has made a tremendous

received numerous comments from customers regarding the quality of
individuals we hire for their sites.”


